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Review by Mark Edwards, Spring Arbor University 

merican ‘civil religion’ persists, if not as a real thing, then at least as a subject for scholars. In his recent 
empirical study of civil religion’s endurance, Christopher Chapp observes that, since the country’s 
founding, “religious identity has been intertwined with the political in a remarkably consistent 

manner, constructing identity to build a superordinate sense of identity with a diverse American public.”1 
Diplomatic historians themselves continue to write about civil religion.2  Several questions surrounding the 
concept linger as well. Is America exceptional in its holy modernity, or do all nationalisms contain sacred 
elements? Must candidates demonstrate willingness to perform some priestly or prophetic function in order to 
be elected? Is civil religion a tool of elite manipulation or a straitjacket that popular expectation places 
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especially upon Presidents? Finally, is civil religion not really just a mask for Christian nationalism, as Kevin 
Kruse’s recent study might suggest?3  

Lauren Turek’s exhaustively researched study of George W. Bush’s religious appeals (or the surprising absence 
thereof) represents an important response to many of those concerns. By focusing on Bush’s years as 
Governor of Texas, Turek challenges estimations of the man as a self-confident Christian fascist.4 More 
generally, Turek contributes valuably to ‘on the ground’ histories of civil religion.  

Turek begins her essay with a bold claim: “there is no evidence that Bush held messianic views about 
America’s role in the world during his time campaigning for or serving as governor of Texas” (976). Bush’s 
conservativism was staunchly anti-statist yet devoid of religious content. By his own admission, he learned the 
hard way that exclusive Christian appeals could be alienating: Bush believed he had lost Jewish voters after 
claiming that only those who “accepted Christ as their savior” would go to heaven (980 n18). Governor Bush 
was also a moderate on culture war issues. Although pro-life, he avoided discussion about abortion. As Bush 
warned, “any time the church enters the realm of politics the church runs the real risk of losing its mission, 
the teaching of the word of God” (987).  

In his second-term, however, Bush upped the populist Christian rhetoric as a basis for his ‘compassionate 
conservativism.’ His 1997 “Faith in Action” report, commensurate with his broader tax relief and 
privatization efforts, called upon faith-based charities to take back welfare work from the state. “It’s time to 
seek, not shun, divine help,” Bush advised (987). Turek sees only cynical reasons for Bush’s increased 
religious charms—notably as he and advisors (including Karl Rove) discovered that faith-based initiatives 
played well with African American and Hispanic voters (990). Nevertheless, it is important to note how 
different Bush’s public theology was from that of the national Republican Party (GOP) at that time. Bush 
rose as someone trying to change the relationship between the GOP and the Religious Right. His repeated 
‘love your neighbor’ refrain sounded less like conservative leader Newt Gingrich and reminded one more of 
the social gospel politician William Jennings Bryan. 

Upon entering the 2000 Presidential race, Bush and advisors consulted with former Christian Coalition 
director Ralph Reed and became more convinced of the “political utility” of Christianity (993). Bush’s earlier 
golden rule oratory was not so much replaced as muted by his frequent plays upon the “Jesus is my co-pilot” 
sentimentalism of contemporary evangelicalism.5 Nonsectarian entreaties to faith-based initiatives nonetheless 
remained central to Bush’s domestic policies—interestingly, Chapp found that fellow Democrats Al Gore and 
John Kerry referenced “God” in speeches more than Bush.6 Turek agrees with other observers that 9/11 
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represented a significant turning point in Bush’s relationship to civil religion. Bush 2.0 seemed more than 
comfortable with exporting democracy as a manifestly American (though still not narrowly Christian) 
responsibility.    

Turek’s study raises questions about the popular reception of Bush’s reformative rhetorical efforts. Here she 
might have drawn upon the generally overlooked yet remarkably counterintuitive findings gathered in 
Religion and the Bush Presidency.7 In particular, researchers found that, while evangelical conservatives did help 
Bush defeat Arizona Senator John McCain in the 2000 Republican Party primaries, they offered him little 
support in the general election. It seems that wedge issues like abortion and gay rights trumped Christianized 
welfare restructuring for the Religious Right—a lesson that Rove/Bush learned for the 2004 campaign when 
they supported a constitutional ban on gay marriage. In other words, there is some evidence that Bush was 
forced by his constituency into becoming a culture warrior. If that is true, it is ironically so, as the 2004 
elections sparked a broad backlash against evangelical politics that culminated recently in the Supreme Court 
decision to legalize same-sex marriage.  Yet here again, Bush’s success defies simple classification, as Chapp 
concluded that voters in 2004 mostly valued Bush’s in-group petitions and overlooked his spiritual subgroup 
summons.  Perhaps this is a good time to remember that Bush has spent most of his adult life in mainline 
Christian institutions—United Methodist while Governor, and Episcopal while President.  It appears that his 
fractured relations with the leadership of those denominations did not completely extinguish his preference 
for their irenic cultures of inclusivity. 

Whatever future historians might conclude, Turek has effectively complicated our common understanding of 
Bush’s relationship to evangelical conservativism.  In the process, she has added to badly needed empirical 
studies of civil religion.  No doubt, her forthcoming work on the history and impact of evangelical 
internationalism since World War II will display the same careful attention to detail and thought-provoking 
conclusions contained in this essay. 
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